
Propositional logi representations for doumentsand queries: a large-sale evaluationDavid E. Losada1 and Alvaro Barreiro21 Intelligent Systems Group,Department of Eletronis and Computer Siene,University of Santiago de Compostela, SPAINdlosada�us.es2 AIlab,Department of Computer Siene,University of A Coruña, SPAINbarreiro�d.fi.ud.esAbstrat. Expressive power is a potential soure of bene�ts for Infor-mation Retrieval. Indeed, a number of works have been traditionallydevoting their e�orts to de�ning models able to manage strutured dou-ments. Similarly, many researhers have looked at query formulation andproposed di�erent methods to generate strutured queries. Neverthelessfew attempts have addressed the ombination of both expressive do-uments and expressive queries and its e�ets on retrieval performane.This is mostly due to the lak of a oherent and expressive frameworkin whih both douments and queries an be handled in an homoge-neous and e�ient way. In this work we aim at �lling this gap. We testthe impat of logial representations for douments and queries undera large-sale evaluation. The experiments show learly that, under thesame onditions, the use of logial representations for both doumentsand queries leads to signi�ant improvements in retrieval performane.Moreover, the overall performane results make evident that logi-basedapproahes an be ompetitive in the �eld of Information Retrieval.1 IntrodutionQuery struture has been extensively studied in the literature of InformationRetrieval (IR). There is evidene that queries involving boolean operators aremore e�etive than weaker query strutures. Belkin and others ombined man-ual boolean queries and found improvements in retrieval performane [1℄. Hullinvestigated the impat of boolean strutured queries in ross-language informa-tion retrieval and notied that strutured queries produe better performane [7℄.Kekäläinen and Järvelin studied the e�ets of query struture in query expansionand found positive e�ets for expanded queries [8℄ .The quest for methods for apturing the internal doument struture has alsobeen an ative area of researh in IR. For instane, a number of investigatorsproposed di�erent approahes to divide douments into passages [6, 21, 24, 2℄ and



2there exists strong evidene that this additional information produes betterretrieval performane results.Although strutured queries and strutured douments have demonstratedtheir merits in the ontext of IR, their ombination into the same retrieval modelwas not evaluated so far. More preisely, expressive doument representations areusually mathed against �at query expressions and, on the other hand, struturedquery formulations are often run against non-strutured doument representa-tions. We laim that it is not su�ient to provide IR systems with powerfulquery languages if the representation of douments oversimpli�es their infor-mation ontent. The reverse argument also holds. Both douments and queriesshould bene�t from the full expressive power of the formalism involved. This wasnot addressed so far mainly beause of the lak of an appropriate framework inwhih expressive douments and queries are homogeneously handled. This leadsto unbalaned models, full of arti�ial ad-ho elements, whose results an behardly generalized.One of the major advantages whih stands on the foundations of logi-basedapproahes to IR [3℄ is preisely their ability to produe general and homogeneousretrieval models. In this work we adopt Propositional Logi as the underlyingframework and show that better retrieval performane results are obtained whenexpressive representations are used for both douments and queries. There hasbeen reurrent ritiism against logial models of IR foused on omplexity andevaluation issues. In this respet, we have taken great are of the atual ap-pliability of the theoretial model. First, the e�ieny of the logial approahfollowed here was reently assured [12, 13, 15℄. Seond, following the large-saleexperimentation presented here, the model appears as a ompetitive retrievalmodel under realisti irumstanes.In most of the works on query struture, the formulation of queries wasdone either manually or assisted by external tools suh as thesauri. In our work,we applied simplisti tehniques to extrat automatially expressive represen-tations from both TREC topis and douments. The development of adequateand generi methods to build automatially expressive representations is indeeda great hallenge for logial models of IR. Nevertheless, our simple automatiindexing method failitates a large-sale evaluation on the impat of logial rep-resentations on retrieval performane.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we brie�y skeththe theoretial details of the underlying model. Setion 3 reports the experimentsonduted and setion 4 disusses the evaluation results and other relevant issues.The paper ends with some onlusions.2 BakgroundIn this work we follow the logial approah for IR suggested by Losada andBarreiro [11, 15, 10℄. This model is based on the ombined use of PropositionalLogi and Belief Revision. Along this paper, we will refer to this model as PLBRmodel. There are a number of reasons supporting this eletion. First, the PLBR



3model was e�iently implemented and polynomial-time algorithms were suppliedto math douments and queries [13, 12, 15℄. Seond, the model was evaluatedagainst four small test olletions [16, 14℄ and the advantages of the use of anexpressive formalism beame apparent in those experiments. Nevertheless, thoseexperiments ould not test the ombined e�et of expressive douments andexpressive queries beause of the poor topi struture in those small olletions.Furthermore, the generality of the logial framework is appropriate for theobjetives pursued here. Indeed, the PLBR model was suessfully used in thepast to model douments, queries, feedbak information and retrieval situationsin an homogeneous way [15℄. More reently, the model was extended to inludeterm similarity and inverse doument frequeny information [17℄.2.1 The PLBR modelThis setion depits the basi foundations of the PLBR model. The review isintentionally brief beause further details an be found elsewhere [15, 10℄.Douments and queries are represented as Propositional Logi formulas.Given a doument and a query represented by the propositional formulas dand q respetively, it is well known that the appliation of the notion of logialonsequene to deide relevane, i.e. d j= q, is too strit [23℄. The entailmentd j= q simply tests whether or not eah logial interpretation that makes d truemakes also q true (i.e. eah model of d is also a model of q). This is not in aor-dane with what we expet from an IR measure of relevane. Let us illustrate itthrough an example. Imagine two douments represented as d1 = a ^ b ^ : ^ dand d2 = :a ^ :b ^ : ^ d and a query represented as q = a ^ b ^ . Bothdouments fail to ful�ll the entailment, i.e. d1 6j= q and d2 6j= q. This is beausethere exist models of d1 that map the query into false3. Similarly, there are alsomodels of d2 that map the query into false4. As a onsequene, the appliation ofthe logial entailment to deide relevane would assign the same status to bothd1 and d2 with respet to the query q. This is not appropriate for IR purposesbeause d1 is likely more relevant than d2 (d1 ful�lls partially the query).In [11℄ a method to get a non-binary measure of the entailment d j= q wasproposed. To de�ne a non-binary measure of relevane the distane from eahmodel of d to the set of models of q is measured. In the �eld of Belief Revision(BR) measures of distane between logial interpretations are formally de�ned.The basi BR problem an be de�ned as follows. Let T be a logial theory and Aa new formula to be inluded in the theory. BR methods de�ne a way to inludethe new information in the theory. If there is no ontradition between T andA, the solution is trivial beause the new theory, T Æ A (Æ stands for a revisionoperator), is just T ^A. However, if ontradition arises some old knowledge hasto be removed in order to get a onsistent new theory. Model-based approahes3 Note that any model m of d1 maps the propositional letter  into false and, hene,m annot be a model of q.4 Note that any model m of d1 maps the propositional letters a, b, and  into falseand, hene, m has to map q into false.



4to BR work on the logial interpretations of T and A. Basially, a measure ofloseness to the set of models of the theory T is de�ned and the models ofA whih are the losest to the models of T are hosen to be the models ofthe new theory. As a onsequene, BR model-based approahes are suitable formeasuring distanes from douments to queries when both are represented aslogial formulas. Next paragraph skethes the details of this formulation.In [11℄ there was found an interesting onnetion between Dalal's BR operator[4℄, ÆD, and IR mathing funtions. Let us regard a query q as a logial theoryand a doument d as a new information. In the revision proess q ÆD d a measurefrom a given doument interpretation to the set of models of the query is de�ned.An important irumstane is that the semantis of this measure is appropriatefor IR. Given a model of the doument, the measure represents the number ofpropositional letters (i.e. index terms) that should be hanged in that model inorder to satisfy the query. For instane, let us assume a omplete doument d (i.e.a doument having a single model) represented as neural ^ siene ^ :networkand a query q represented as neural^ network. The distane from the doumentto the query would be equal to one beause we would need to hange the truthvalue of one propositional letter in the doument (network) in order to satisfythe query. For that hypothetial hanged doument d0 , d0 j= q would hold.In the general ase, a doument representation may be partial and, hene,there might be several interpretations in whih the doument is satis�ed (i.e.several doument models). In order to get a non-binary measure of the entailmentd j= q we an ompute the distane from eah model of the doument to the set ofmodels of the query and, �nally, alulate the average over doument's models.This average over doument's models is translated into a similarity measure,BRsim, in the interval [0; 1℄.Beause BRsim is model-based, a diret omputation would require expo-nential time (the number of logial interpretations grows exponentially with thesize of the alphabet). In [13, 12℄ e�ient proedures to approximate the om-putation of BRsim were proposed. A restrition in the syntatial form of thelogial formulas involved allows to de�ne polynomial-time algorithms to om-pute similarity. Spei�ally, the propositional formulas representing doumentsand queries have to be in disjuntive normal form (DNF). A DNF formula hasthe form: 1 _ 2 _ : : : where eah j is a onjuntion of literals (also alled on-juntive lause): l1 ^ l2 ^ : : :. A literal is a propositional letter or its negation.As a result, a doument d and a query q an be e�iently mathed as long asd and q are in DNF. This restrition is aeptable beause the expressiveness ofgeneri propositional formulas and DNF formulas is the same. Indexing proe-dures have to represent douments as DNF formulas. From the user perspetive,the use of DNF formulas does not introdue additional penalties. A translationfrom a natural language information need into a DNF query an be done auto-matially (this will be shown in setion 3) or, alternatively, users an be asked to



5write generi propositional formulas and a translation into DNF is automatiallydone5.Let us imagine a doument d represented by a DNF formula d1 _ d2 _ : : :and a query q represented by a DNF formula q1_q2_: : :, where eah di (qi) isa onjuntive lause. The distane from the doument to the query is measuredas the average distane from doument lauses to the set of query lauses. Thedistane from an individual doument lause dj to the set of query lauses ismeasured as the minimum distane from dj to query lauses. Intuitively, di�er-ent query lauses represent di�erent requirements in the information need andthe distane from dj to the query is measured as the distane to the require-ment(s) that dj best ful�lls. The lause-to-lause distane depends on (1) thenumber of literals appearing as positive literals within one lause and as nega-tive literals within the other lause and (2) the number of literals in the querylause whose propositional letter is not mentioned by the doument lause. Thelause-to-lause distane helps to determine how good is the doument lausefor satisfying the query lause. In this respet, a ontraditing literal, ase (1),produes an inrement of 1 to the distane whereas a query literal not men-tioned by the doument, ase (2), inreases 0.5 the value of the distane. Thisis beause we do not know whether or not the doument lause atually dealswith that term6 (reall that doument representations are partial: informationabout presene/absene is not available for all the terms in the alphabet). Theexample depited in �g. 1 helps to larify the measure of distane applied. Notethat the �nal value of distane is 0 beause eah doument lause ompletelysatis�es one or more query lauses, i.e. any doument view satis�es one queryrequirement7. Observe that d1 does not inlude information about the term eand, hene, its distane from q1, whih asks for e, gets an inrement of 0.5.An extension of the PLBR model was de�ned to inlude idf and term similar-ity information [17℄. New e�ient algorithms were designed and the experimentsagainst small olletions revealed that the model an be ompetitive with thevetor-spae model with the tf/idf weighting sheme.3 ExperimentsIn our experiments, we used a subset of the TIPSTER/TREC olletion on-sisting in about 173.000 douments. Spei�ally, we onsidered all Wall StreetJournal (WSJ) douments (years 87-92) in TIPSPER/TREC volumes 1&2.5 Although a translation from a propositional formula into DNF an take in the worsease exponential time, queries have usually few terms and, then, the translation timeis aeptable.6 This deision is theoretially supported by the fat that half of the models of thedoument lause map the term into true and half of the models of the doumentlause map the term into false or, alternatively, half of the models of the doumentlause agree with the query lause and half of the models of the doument disagreewith the query lause.7 Sine query requirements are ombined through logial disjuntions the satisfationof one single requirement is enough to satisfy the query.



6 P = fa; b; ; d; egd = (a ^ b ^ d) _ (a ^ :b ^ :d ^ e), q = (a ^ e) _ (a ^ d)doument d = d1 _ d2, d1 = (a ^ b ^ d), d2 = (a ^ :b ^ :d ^ e)query q = q1 _ q2, q1 = (a ^ e), q2 = (a ^ d)Distane from d1 to qDistane from d1 to q1#ontraditing literals = 0#terms in q lause not mentioned by the do lause = 1 (e)Distane(d1,q1)= 0 + 1/2 = 0.5Distane from d1 to q2#ontraditing literals = 0#terms in q lause not mentioned by the do lause = 0Distane(d1,q2)= 0 + 0/2 = 0Distane from d1 to q = 0Distane from d2 to qDistane from d2 to q1#ontraditing literals = 0#terms in q lause not mentioned by the do lause = 0Distane(d2,q1)= 0 + 0/2 = 0Distane from d2 to q2#ontraditing literals = 1 (d)#terms in q lause not mentioned by the do lause = 0Distane(d2,q2)= 1 + 0/2 = 1Distane from d2 to q = 0Distane from d to q = (0+0)/2 = 0Fig. 1. Distane from a DNF doument to a DNF queryIn order to index this olletion, we used GNU mi�uz [18℄. GNU mi�uzprovides a C++ library to build and query a full text inverted index. Mi�uz wasdeveloped by Senga [22℄, whih is a development group foused on IR software.The �exibility of mi�uz routines allowed us to reate an inverted �le in whih, foreah term, we store both doument and lause information. Reall that we storedouments as DNF formulas and onventional inverted �les were not designedto store lause information. Mi�uz is very �exible and allows to de�ne expliitlythe struture of the inverted �le. As a onsequene, we ould design and buildan inverted �le able to e�iently store douments as DNF formulas.A total of 50 TREC topis were used in this experimentation. Topis #151 -#200 from TREC-3 adho retrieval task [5℄ were used to generate automatiallyDNF queries for representing user needs. We used a stoplist of 571 words andterms were stemmed using Porter's algorithm [19℄.3.1 Evaluating the PLBR modelTwo main strategies were applied to de�ne logial queries. First, a baseline with�at query struture is built as follows. All query terms are extrated and, afterstopword and stemming, the query terms are olleted into a single lause, i.e.a DNF formula with a single onjuntive lause is built. A seond lass of testsare based on expressing queries as DNF formulas having several lauses. Eahquery lause is formed from a sub�eld of the TREC topi. Figure 2 shows anexample of both strategies for topi No. 160.It is important to observe that, although simplisti, this approah is ableto build automatially strutured queries for TREC topis. Most of the worksaforementioned [1, 7℄ are based on strutured queries built manually. Kekäläinen



7<title> Topi: Vitamins - The Cure for or Cause of Human Ailments<des> Desription:Doument will identify vitamins that have ontributed to the ure for human diseases or ailmentsor douments will identify vitamins that have aused health problems in humans.<narr> Narrative:A relevant doument will provide information indiating that vitamins may help to prevent or urehuman ailments. Information indiating that vitamins may ause health problems in humans is alsorelevant. A doument that makes a general referene to vitamins suh as "good for your health"or "having nutritional value" is not relevant. Information about researh being onduted withoutresults would not be relevant. Referenes to derivatives of vitamins are to be treated as the vitamin.Strategy 1: DNF with a single lausevitamin ^ ure ^ aus ^ human ^ ailment ^ doument ^ identi� ^ ontribut ^ diseas ^ health ^problem ^ relevant ^ provid ^ inform ^ indi ^ prevent ^ make ^ gener ^ refer ^ good ^ nutrit ^researh ^ ondut ^ result ^ deriv ^ treatStrategy 2: DNF with several lauses(vitamin ^ ure ^ aus ^ human ^ ailment) _ (doument ^ identi� ^ vitamin ^ ontribut ^ ure ^human ^ diseas ^ ailment ^ aus ^ health ^ problem) _ (relevant ^ doument ^ provid ^ inform^ indi ^ vitamin ^ prevent ^ ure ^ human ^ ailment ^ aus ^ health ^ problem ^ make ^ gener^ refer ^ good ^ nutrit ^ researh ^ ondut ^ result ^ deriv ^ treat)Fig. 2. Representing a TREC topiand Järvelin work on automati queries but query struture produes only betterresults after expansion [8℄. The small-sale experiments of the PLBR modelreported in [14, 16℄ do not provide a detailed study of the e�et of query struturebeause of the poor variety of sub�elds in the topis.The �rst aim of these experiments is to determine whether or not the sepa-ration of query information into several lauses is bene�ial in terms of retrievalperformane. Note that, intuitively, eah sub�eld represents a di�erent view ofthe information need and it seems sensible to think that a separate representa-tion is adequate.In order to isolate the e�et of expressive queries from the e�et of expres-sive douments, we �rst ran experiments on �at doument representations withvarying degree of expressiveness for queries. Spei�ally, we �rst onsidered do-uments as onjuntions of terms (i.e. DNF formulas having a single onjuntivelause) where all terms from di�erent doument sub�elds are represented into thesame doument lause, i.e. no struture information is handled for douments.In table 1 we present performane results for this �rst pool of experiments. Testswith and without idf information were run. The use of expressive query represen-tations leads to spetaular improvements in retrieval performane. Observe thatthe test using strutured queries with no idf is even better than the test usingidf on �at queries. This supports the idea that IR needs �exible query languagesable to express user information needs in a more adequate way. Reall that DNFformulas having several lauses involve the use of both logial disjuntions andlogial onjuntions whereas DNF formulas with a single lause involve only theuse of logial onjuntions. Negations were not used in this evaluation. From theevaluation results obtained, it appears that the variety of logial onnetors toformulate queries is a good property of the query language.



8 no idf idf1 lause in dos 1 lause in dos 1 lause in dos 1 lause in dosReall 1 lause in qs several lauses in qs 1 lause in qs several lauses in qs0.00 0.3235 0.4922 0.5260 0.51730.10 0.1535 0.2730 0.2792 0.34740.20 0.0896 0.2402 0.2010 0.31120.30 0.0485 0.1785 0.1407 0.25890.40 0.0304 0.1478 0.0978 0.20240.50 0.0169 0.1110 0.0692 0.15810.60 0.0087 0.0932 0.0454 0.13560.70 0.0020 0.0737 0.0269 0.11780.80 0.0006 0.0475 0.0162 0.08710.90 0.0001 0.0352 0.0055 0.06521.00 0.0001 0.0171 0.0042 0.0248Avg.pre. 0.0451 0.1316 0.1055 0.1792(non-interpolated)% hange +191.8% +69.9%Table 1. E�et of expressive queries on retrieval performaneIn a seond pool of experiments we onsidered douments as DNF formulashaving several onjuntive lauses and queries as DNF formulas having a singleonjuntive lause. As for queries, to get DNF representations for WSJ dou-ments we used the sub�eld struture of the WSJ douments. In the experimentsreported here, we onsidered the sub�elds HL, TEXT and LP whih orrespondsto headlines, main text and lead paragraphs, respetively. Terms from eah sub-�eld are olleted into a onjuntive lause and the doument representation isomposed of the disjuntion of all these lauses. We also onsidered an addi-tional lause whih is omposed of all the terms from all the sub�elds. In thisway, we have an additional view whih represents the full doument. This wasinspired by some works on Passage Retrieval [21, 24℄ that use both loal (dou-ment passages) and global (full doument) information. Nevertheless, it has beentraditionally di�ult to deide whih view is adequate for a partiular retrieval.The logial formalism is �exible enough and an ope with alternative views ofthe douments and all of them are onsidered at retrieval time.In table 2 performane results obtained from expressive doument represen-tations are presented. All these results were obtained using queries having asingle onjuntive lause. The e�et of expressive doument representations isnegative when no idf information is available and positive when idf informationis onsidered. Unfortunately, following these results we annot reah a lear on-lusion about the e�et of expressive doument representations when �at queryexpressions are used. In table 3 we show the performane ratios obtained whenboth douments and queries are represented as DNF formulas having severallauses. We also show results for onjuntive representations for both doumentsand queries. The improvements found in retrieval performane from the use ofgeneri DNF formulas for both douments and queries are huge. Clearly, ex-pressive formulas appear as an important tool to improve retrieval performane.However, the e�et of expressive doument representations when �at queriesare used is unlear. This experimentation provides no lear evidene about theadequay of expressive doument representations when the query language ispoor. This might indiate that it is not su�ient to apply expressive doumentrepresentations if the representation of queries oversimpli�es their informationontent. This idea is supported by the fat that the best performane of thelogial model is obtained when the full expressive power is applied to both do-



9no idf idf1 lause in qs 1 lause in qs 1 lause in qs 1 lause in qsReall 1 lause in dos several lauses in dos 1 lause in dos several lauses in dos0.00 0.3235 0.3188 0.5260 0.49880.10 0.1535 0.1279 0.2792 0.27530.20 0.0896 0.0866 0.2010 0.21920.30 0.0485 0.0439 0.1407 0.16340.40 0.0304 0.0276 0.0978 0.10140.50 0.0169 0.0170 0.0692 0.07150.60 0.0087 0.0101 0.0454 0.05070.70 0.0020 0.0041 0.0269 0.03200.80 0.0006 0.0009 0.0162 0.02080.90 0.0001 0.0003 0.0055 0.00881.00 0.0001 0.0003 0.0042 0.0038Avg.pre. 0.0451 0.0425 0.1055 0.1104(non-interpolated)% hange -5.8% +4.6%Table 2. E�et of expressive douments on retrieval performaneuments and queries. In the disussion setion we provide an additional analysisabout the e�ets of the logial approah on retrieval performane.no idf idf1 lause in several lauses in 1 lause in several lauses inReall dos & qs dos & qs dos & qs dos & qs0.00 0.3235 0.6231 0.5260 0.64450.10 0.1535 0.4489 0.2792 0.50230.20 0.0896 0.3485 0.2010 0.41280.30 0.0485 0.2755 0.1407 0.33870.40 0.0304 0.2182 0.0978 0.26460.50 0.0169 0.1666 0.0692 0.21060.60 0.0087 0.1376 0.0454 0.17830.70 0.0020 0.0929 0.0269 0.13420.80 0.0006 0.0743 0.0162 0.10090.90 0.0001 0.0396 0.0055 0.06951.00 0.0001 0.0138 0.0042 0.0206Avg.pre. 0.0451 0.1980 0.1055 0.2378(non-interpolated)% hange +339.0% +125.4%Table 3. E�et of expressive douments and expressive queries on retrieval performane
3.2 Comparison with the Vetor-Spae modelIn this setion we ompare the results obtained with the PLBR model againstresults obtained with the Vetor-Spae model. The latter results were obtainedusing the Lemur toolkit [9℄. Lemur supports the onstrution of text retrievalsystems using popular IR models suh as Vetor-Spae and Okapi or newer onessuh as Language Modeling approahes. It is designed to failitate researh inIR using large-sale databases. Lemur was developed by the Computer SieneDepartment of the University of Massahusetts and the Shool of ComputerSiene at Carnegie Mellon University in the framework of the so-alled LemurProjet. This does not pretend to be a strit omparison beause the PLBRmodel an only deal with binary term frequeny information and, on the otherhand, the VSP model an not handle douments and queries divided into parts.However, it is interesting to see the absolute retrieval performane of the logialapproah against the retrieval performane of a popular IR model.The proedure to obtain VSP retrieval performane results was as follows.First, we ran Lemur routines to build a lassial inverted �le for the WSJ olle-



10 no idf idfVSP VSP PLBR VSP VSP PLBRReall bin tf raw tf bin tf raw tf0.00 0.3386 0.4500 0.6231 0.6235 0.6699 0.64450.10 0.1473 0.2383 0.4489 0.3520 0.3988 0.50230.20 0.0863 0.1726 0.3485 0.2858 0.3460 0.41280.30 0.0465 0.1379 0.2755 0.2096 0.2967 0.33870.40 0.0303 0.1086 0.2182 0.1567 0.2563 0.26460.50 0.0156 0.0699 0.1666 0.1092 0.2001 0.21060.60 0.0085 0.0443 0.1376 0.0858 0.1565 0.17830.70 0.0021 0.0261 0.0929 0.0584 0.1115 0.13420.80 0.0006 0.0148 0.0743 0.0363 0.0741 0.10090.90 0.0001 0.0042 0.0396 0.0165 0.0330 0.06951.00 0.0001 0.0015 0.0138 0.0071 0.0118 0.0206Avg.pre. 0.0450 0.0946 0.1980 0.1532 0.2104 0.2378(non-interpolated)% hange +110.2% +340.0% +37.3% +55.2%Table 4. PLBR model vs Vetor-Spae Modeltion8. As in the experiments with the PLBR model, we indexed the HL, TEXTand LP sub�elds (headlines, full text and lead paragraph, respetively) and termswere stemmed using Porter's algorithm [19℄. The stoplist was the same used inthe tests of the PLBR model. Note that evaluation is done at the doument level.Although douments have several lauses, there are not relevane assessmentsfor partiular lauses (only whole douments have their relevane assessment).Table 4 depits the results obtained for the WSJ olletion using severalweighting shemes9 and �gure 3 shows the orresponding preision vs reallgraph. For omparison, we also show the performane results obtained with thePLBR model when both douments and queries are represented as DNF formulashaving several lauses.These experiments allow us to extrat a number of onlusions. First, whenno idf information is available, the PLBR model is always superior to the VSP10.Even though the VSP uses raw tf, the PLBR model keeps being better (19.8%average non-interpolated preision vs 9.46% average non-interpolated preision).Reall that the PLBR model an only deal with binary term frequeny informa-tion. Nevertheless, the positive e�et obtained from expressive representations issuperior to the negative e�et related to the lak of a non-binary term frequenynotion. When idf information is available, the same tendeny holds. If the no-tion of term frequeny is binary the PLBR model performs better than the VSP(55.2% better in average non-interpolated preision). The raw tf/idf VSP ex-periment is slightly inferior to the PLBR model. However, it is well known thatimportant improvements an be obtained with the VSP if weighting shemessuh as BM25 [20℄ are applied. This suggests that additional investigation isneeded to determine whether or not the PLBR model an be ompetitive interms of absolute ratios of retrieval performane. However, we still do not knowthe limits of the PLBR model beause the full expressive power was not utilized.8 In this step, we introdued minor hanges in Lemur soure ode to be able to seletwhih doument sub�elds were indexed.9 We also had to introdue minor additions in Lemur soure ode to handle some ofthe weighting shemes depited in the table.10 Observe that neither the VSP model nor the PLBR model were tested using normal-ization. Indeed the inorporation of some kind of normalization (maybe lause-based)in the PLBR model is a future line of work.
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Fig. 3. The PLBR model vs the VSP modelNegations were not onsidered in these experiments. As it was mentioned before,the quest to design tehniques that obtain automatially better logial represen-tations of texts is a major hallenge for logial approahes to the IR problem.Furthermore, the PLBR model used so far does not apply any normalizationfator. In order to asertain the real limits of a logial approah suh as ours, itis very important to investigate on formal ways to enompass non-binary termfrequeny information and methods to apply lause-based normalization. Any-way, the results of this experimentation are lear: IR models an obtain largebene�ts if struture is handled for both douments and queries. Under the sameonditions, the strutured version was always signi�antly better.4 DisussionIn the experiments reported in this paper logi appears as a tool to enhaneretrieval preision. In this setion we look deeply into the harateristis of themathing proess trying to �nd explanations for that good behaviour. Spei�-ally, we look at query expressiveness, whose bene�ts in retrieval performaneare espeially large.Consider douments as DNF formulas with a single lause and queries asDNF formulas having several lauses. In this ase, the PLBR model behaveslearly better than the PLBR model with �at representations. If queries havea single onjuntive lause then all the terms appearing in the TREC topi



12(even in di�erent sub�elds) are mixed up into that lause. This lause is used tomath the doument lause. On the other hand, if we an represent queries withseveral onjuntive lauses then we will be able to separate distint parts of theinformation need into distint onjuntive lauses. As argued in setion 2, thedistane from the doument lause to the query is measured as the distane tothe losest query lause(s). Let us imagine a topi whose title is �Dog maulings�and a relevant doument dr whih mentions both terms. If all the query terms areolleted into a single onjuntive lause the position in the rank of dr will dependon how many query terms appear in the doument. Alghough dr mentions �dog�and �maulings�, it might be the ase that it reeives a low retrieval sore beausemost of the other query terms are not present in dr (e.g. beause the relevantdoument is short). Intuitively, if the query language fores us to store all theterms into the same �at struture then, the meaning of the information need isblurred. Think that, the longer the query is, the more hane to have generiterms whih are not very important to deide relevane (and, hene, the morehane for long douments to math the query). If we represent the title intoa single onjuntive lause and the rest of the topi is separated into distintlauses, then the retrieval sore of dr will be maximum (beause one query lause- the title query lause - fares 0 from the doument), no matter how far the rest ofthe query lauses are. This means that the satisfation of a single query lause isenough to assign a high rank to the doument. Although a given doument doesnot share many terms with a query, it an reeive a good retrieval sore beauseit ful�lls ompletely one of the query views. As a onsequene, the semantis ofthe distane that PLBR uses helps to move relevant douments towards higherpositions in the rank.One an reasonably argue that a similar behaviour might be obtained in theVSP model if we assign weights for query terms taking into aount the sub�eldof the topi in whih the terms are mentioned. This would allow to measure therelative importane of the query terms but, as struture is not handled, we ouldnot reognize whether or not a part of the query is fully satis�ed.When douments are DNF formulas having several lauses the retrieval per-formane of the PLBR model gets further improvements. The separation of thedoument information into several parts helps to re�ne the mathing proessand, for eah doument lause, its losest query lause(s) is loated. This meansthat an ellaborated mathing is done that takes into aount mathes betweenportions of the doument and portions of the query. The pratial advantages inretrieval performane of this formulation are lear. On the other hand, if querieshave a single lause, there is no evidene that the separation of douments intoseveral parts is bene�ial. More experimental work is needed to shed light onthis issue. Anyway, the use of expressive representations for both douments andqueries was always signi�antly better than any other approah and, thus, thereis no doubt about the role of expressiveness for enhaning retrieval systems. Onthe ontrary, that irumstane supports the idea that representational powershould be fully provided to both douments and queries.



13Observe that the logial approah followed in this work aptures only a binarynotion of term frequeny (tf). The reader might wonder why the model does notinlude the tf fator. The idf fator and a measure of similarity between termsare global notions, i.e. they do not depend on a partiular doument but areharateristis of the whole olletion (furthermore, the notion of term similar-ity is not olletion-dependent beause we an even get a measure of similaritybetween terms from a thesaurus, from other olletions, et.). These notions in-trodue additional information about the involved terms whih is onsidered bythe distane measured at retrieval time. However, our representational formalismkeeps being the same: Propositional Logi. The tf fator, whih is determinedby the number of ourrenes of a term within a doument, is not a global no-tion but it is assoiated to a partiular doument. At mathing time, we anuse the idf fator and term similarity information for measuring the distanebetween two interpretations beause they are global fators and, hene, we donot need to know whih doument/query is being handled. On the ontrary, toapply the tf fator we would need to know whih doument/query orrespondsto the interpretations being handled [15℄. If we want to adhere to the theoret-ial formalism, this would not be possible beause a given Propositional Logiinterpretation an be a model of many douments and queries. Hene, the no-tion of interpretation would have to inorporate term frequenies giving rise toa totally di�erent model. As a onsequene, the PLBR model annot onsiderterm frequeny information.5 ConlusionThe most popular IR models have been traditionally driven by e�ieny ratherthan expressiveness. This leads to IR systems whih retrieve large amounts ofdouments very quikly but whose representational power is poor. As a result,generalization is hardly possible and the struture of douments and queries re-eives a marginal role. It is di�ult to get inreasingly better performane resultsbased on suh models. Researh on weighting shemes, normalization, et. hasmade a tremendous e�ort to enhane IR but they are limited by the harater-istis of the underlying representational apparatus. We laim that IR systemsshould onsider formalisms able to apture an enhaned notion of doument andquery. We are not sure about whih the best framework is but we are prettyon�dent that the expressive power is a fundamental tool to improve retrievalperformane.The performane results obtained in this work support the intuitions re�etedin the last paragraph. Huge bene�ts were found when douments and queriesare represented as expressive formulas. Under the same onditions, the logialapproah was always superior to the lassial vetor-spae model. The ombineduse of split representations and a mathing proess driven by the losest querylause appear as adequate tools to model IR systems.Previous experiments using the PLBR model against small olletions [16,14℄ antiipated its good behaviour but the full expressive power was not uti-
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